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Mexican American Studies, the Cesar Chavez Community Action Center, and the Cultural Heritage Center - MLK Library
San José State University
presents

In 2006, US Congress passed a law to build a 700 mile fence on the Mexican Border...

...they didn't plan for human nature.

Morris Dailey Hall - SJSU
Thursday October 15, 2009
4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
See the movie, talk to the Director

a Ricardo Martinez film...

VIVA ZAPATA PRODUCTIONS PRESENT A SAM CARROLL/RIC MARTINEZ PRODUCTION "THE WALL"
WITH MUSIC FROM AMMAN ABBASI, JOHAN VARGAS, & CHRIS LJANG EDITED BY RICARDO MARTINEZ CAMERAWIDTHS BY STEEV HISE, SAM CARROLL, JASON CANFIELD, JOEY GOMEZ, CESARIO ROMERO, SCOTT NICOL & RICARDO MARTINEZ, PRODUCTION MANAGED BY LUCIA MARTINEZ-SMITH ASSOCIATE PRODUCED BY AZUCENA CORONEL & JASON CANFIELD CO-PRODUCED BY SAM CARROLL & CHRIS HERBECK EXECUTIVE PRODUCED BY AZUCENA CORONEL, ANDREW RAMOS, & LUIS MARTINEZ, PRODUCED BY SAM CARROLL & RIC MARTINEZ
DIRECTED BY RICARDO A. MARTINEZ

for more info visit www.thewalldocumentary.com